**Lemon Tree Premier**

a stylish upscale business hotel and how!

*Benazir Khan*

The idea of a business class hotel is often the best bet one has with regard to hectic and important business meetings and endless schedules of this kind. The idea of a hotel which is more intimate in its setting, yet one which provides an ambiance for a wonderful rendezvous with a business colleague is imperative to satisfy our contemporary corporate needs. Lemon Tree Premier provides all of this and then some...day in and day out.

**BUSINESS CLASS AND BEYOND**

Lemon Tree Premier, Delhi Airport, New Delhi is one of the finest properties located around the Delhi airport. The hotel is grand in scale but delightfully cozy in its settings. The best part about this 280 room property is its interiors; the rooms are stylish and so is the hotel at large. Following the mantra of ‘redefining comfort’, the hotel has crisp, warm colours like shades of greens and yellows, splashing its interiors. Artwork and a string of quality pieces on the walls simply lend the atmosphere all the more.

**SECURITY**

This is also why it qualifies as beyond just a business hotel, making room for all and sundry. Besides this, the hotel has an interesting line-up of several security systems which ensure the safety and wellbeing of all the guests. 3D walk-through X-ray cameras, boom barriers, crash barriers, instant face recognition cameras etc. are some of the security measures which really ensure the guests are well looked after.

**DISTANCE**

The hotel is not very far away from the airport, whether international or domestic. However, the well-appointed property is located close to the Delhi Aerocity Airport Express Metro Station. The other conveniences and hangouts near the property include - Citrus Cafes, the 24*7 multi-cuisine diner, Steven's, the recreation bar, Republic of Noodles, and the pan-Asian restaurant, Trigo - the spa and rejuvenation centre, the gym and the outdoor swimming pool areas. Tangerine and the Board Rooms are the state-of-the-art conference facilities available here.

**ROOMS AND UPGRADES**

The 280 rooms in the property consist of rooms across 4 categories - Superior Room, Deluxe Room, Executive Suite and Duplex Suite. These ideal rooms are well stocked with all kinds of premium amenities, a mini bar and a tea and coffee maker among other things. There is a wonderful arrangement for a separate study desk and an executive fauteuil chair in the room, for you to take care of all your paperwork and other important document details, or simply for research, study and optimum utilization of the given time to complete important online tasks.

The rooms contain orthopedic mattresses ones that work well for those under a lot of stress and are slightly on the more health conscious side. There are rain showers with convenient fittings, digital safes, hair dryers, telephones that are equipped with direct global calling, voice mail, etc. and a media hub that helps connect all gadgets with the prime in-room TV.

Besides this, the system of upgrades is simple and hassle-free. Most upgrades are simply given away automatically based on the sound policy of accumulated reward points over a period of time. You can redeem reward points for over 5 nights stay etc. of something as special as a free vacation! Other upgrades also include - complimentary WiFi upgrades and other exclusive offers. Some of these deals are really attractive and you want to start choosing Lemon Tree Premier more frequently to dock all the reward points into your kitty.

There is barely any reason to think beyond Lemon Tree Premier when everything associated with the hotel only adds to your experience of feeling and living as fresh-as-a-lemon and wanting to come back for more. Have a wonderful stay.